Pharmacokinetic requirements for successful site-directed targeting of drugs.
Targeted drugs can be defined as those in which features of the molecule, additional to those required for receptor interaction, substantially improve the concentration ratio of active substance at the site of action compared to the site where side-effects occur. These requirements for successful targeting of systemically administered drugs can be determined by pharmacokinetic modeling. The requirements depend on the mechanism of targeting and on whether targeting is to be achieved for continuous therapy or for acute treatment. For continuous therapy (lasting several days) the success of targeting using a prodrug which is locally activated and has linear pharmacokinetics is proportional to the clearance of active drug from the body and inversely proportional the rate constant for leaving the site of action and to the volume of the tissue. The relationship can be mapped graphically and typical values for these parameters are considered so that situations where targeting can be successful can be identified. The prodrug must also have properties which result in sufficient concentration of drug being formed at the site of action. These properties can also be described by simple proportionality relationships and the conditions for success illustrated graphically. Kinetic considerations are also important for targeting. For continuous therapy it is desirable that steady drug concentrations should be reached rapidly. This is best achieved by using molecules which rapidly exchange between body compartments and have low tissue binding. For acute therapy the rules for targeting can be quite different and an example is given where binding can be responsible for a form of targeting. The results emphasise the need for careful consideration of the properties of targeted system taking into account transport, binding and clearance of both prodrug and drug. Specific details of the disease are also critical both in terms of local tissue properties and the desired time course of drug action.